Technical Advisory Panel on Longitudinal Growth

Meeting Minutes – Thursday, April 20th, 2017 (9:00 am-12:00 pm)
201 E. Colfax Avenue, Atrium Rooms A/B, 4th Floor, Denver, Colorado
TAP Members:
Norman Alerta
David Bahna
Elena-Diaz Bilello
Kerrie Dallman (CEA)
Jonathan Dings
Carol Eaton
Grant Guyer
Teresa Hernandez
Dwayne Schmitz

CDE Representatives:
Marie Huchton
Miki Imura
Dan Jorgensen
Erin Loften
Josh Perdue (call-in)
B Sanders
Audience:
Lisa Berdie, A+ Colorado
Masako Kikuchi, HSD2 (call-in)
Aislinn Walsh, CSI (call-in)

Welcome, Legislative Update
Dwayne Schmitz/Dan Jorgensen


The meeting was called to order at 9:03. Kerrie Dallman was introduced as the CEA representative. A new CEA
staff member will be assigned to serve on the TAP within the next month.



CDE provided a brief update of legislation that may impact future TAP work. Also, it was mentioned that the
ESSA state plan was approved by the State Board. The AWG will be reconvened within the next month to
initiate work on the long-term plan for the other indicator.

PSAT/SAT Inclusion in the Performance Frameworks
B Sanders/Marie Huchton


B Sanders shared preliminary recommendations surrounding the use of PSAT/SAT within the performance
frameworks.



Based on 2016 PSAT results presented, TAP members expressed concern around using the school distributions to
rate the districts (because of the mismatch with Approaching/Meets and how it swaps for EBRW and Math).



TAP members requested that CDE publish the state disaggregated subgroup performance to provide context for
interpreting subgroup achievement.

Break (10:30-10:40)
One-year & Multi-year Frameworks
Marie Huchton/Josh Perdue


The TAP members unanimously recommended the use of 2017 results for accountability participation rate
calculations. The 2016 results should be available to be brought forward in the request to reconsider process.
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TAP members expressed support for using a multi-year framework that includes as many years of data as are
available for each measure.

New MAP Growth Norms
B Sanders


A brief update concerning NWEA MAP growth data and how it can be used to supplement the AEC school
performance framework. Specifically, a revised NWEA MAP Growth methodology was shared along with the
proposed implementation timeline.



The TAP recommended additional exploration of the model. At this time they recommended that the proposed
growth methodology not be released on the current implementation timeline.

Participation Rate & School Achievement Analysis
Raj Chattergoon (CADRE)


Preliminary analysis/results were presented by Raj Chattergoon regarding the relationship between participation
rates and student achievement.



Additional questions and/or feedback concerning the conducted analysis were requested to be sent to Raj via email at: Rajendra.chattergoon@colorado.edu.

Future Items, Public Comments & Adjourn Meeting
Dwayne Schmitz/Dan Jorgensen


TAP members were asked if they had any future items for discussion. None were introduced. Also, comments
from the audience were entertained by the chair. None were brought forward.



During the meeting, TAP members requested dedicated time at future meetings for conversations around:
o Disaggregated group comparisons using percentile ranks of like peer groups
o 2017 WIDA ACCESS 2.0 growth and redesignation results
o Methodology for choosing between 1 and multi-year frameworks (CDE to bring impact data)



The next TAP meeting is tentatively scheduled for May 18th from 9:00-noon. Dan will notify members of its
status as soon as possible.
Meeting Adjourned at 12:03 p.m.
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